The PS-03 OASiS 80 alarm presentation kit

For professional and convincing presentations

The Jablotron PS-03 Oasis presentation kit: The best way of training installers is their active involvement in
a real installation. This can be easily done, even in a meeting room, using the PS-03 presentation kit.
There are two sets of samples.

ü
The first one is a working system (all devices are marked with green labels). It is based on the

JA-82K GSM control panel
which can be easily attached to the presentation board. The presentation board has a built in enlarged display, so that all
displayed information is very visible to everybody, even in a large meeting room. All devices (detectors, remote controls,
sirens etc.) are equipped with velcro, so their installation is very easy. A presenter can easily demonstrate all the features
of the products, their programming and configuration.

ü
The second set of samples (marked with red labels) is for hand-to-hand evaluation by course participants. They can handle
real products and they also become an active part of the presentation when the wireless keypad or remote control provided to
them is enrolled to the demonstrated control panel.
The PS-03 presentation kit comes with all the necessary accessories (power adapters, batteries, telescopic stand, screwdrivers)
and transportation covers.

ü
The PS-03 presentation set will make your presentation professional and convincing and it can significantly help
your sales growth.
ü
Special conditions for acquiring the PS-03 presentation kit can be negotiated with Jablotron’s Export Department.

Working samples on the presentation board.

The PS-03 kit ready for transport.

Training in progress.

Working samples:

Hand-to-hand samples:

JK-82 kit
JA-80A, E, H, PB, Q, S, T, 82M, 84P,
85B, 85P, TP-83, AC-82, WJ-80,
Electric lock
GBT-212
PC-02
RC-87, 88
SP-02 + cable
Fan
2x screwdrivers
3x half AA Lithium, 5x 3V CR 123,
5x AA 3V lithium
Board with built-in display + stand

JK-82 kit
JA-80A, BT, D, E, G, H, N, PB, Q, S, T,
V, X, 82M, 84P, 85B, 85P, 89P, SP-02,
AC-82, UC-82, TP-82, 83, WJ-80
PC-01, 02, RC-80, 85, 87, 88
JA-80P alternative lenses
JA-68
GD-04, A, D, P, R
SA-200
GBT-212
Fan
2x screwdrivers
Batteries: 1x 6V, 1x AA lithium,
1x half lithium, 1x 2.6Ah rechargeable,
2x 3V CR123
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